ROBESPIERRE
He shared lodgings with a young man of his acquaint-
ance, a certain Pierre Villiers, at No. 8 (now No. 64) Rue
de Saintonge. Villiers was away all day and in the
evening served as his secretary, gratis. Several of
Robespierre's manuscripts are in his handwriting and
he answered, no doubt, much of the correspondence
which, as his friend's popularity grew, became quite
voluminous. During a single month, quite early in his
career, his postage amounted to over 271 francs. The
deputies had franking privileges, having to submit the
addressed envelope for verification, a fruitful source of
graft for some.
In his memoirs, Villiers falls in with the critical atti-
tude regarding Robespierre, then more prevalent than
now, as a result of a deliberate attempt on the part of
the panic-stricken ultra-terrorists, chiefly responsible
for his fall, to make him the scapegoat. Nevertheless, he
does his friend the justice of saying that, although he
often lacked the bare necessities of life, he yet refused
all offers of monetary assistance. Admirers would write
to him and offer him money, "asking nothing in return,
not even a thank you", but he would refuse, and when
Villiers remonstrated, would get angry.
Once an English woman, Miss Freeman Shepherd—
a minor novelist at that time—sent him a draft, asking
him to use it for some public purpose. But he drew the
line sharply and refused, at which the lady showed
considerable annoyance, accusing him of lack of
gallantry.
The court and the Duke of Orleans expended—for
separate ends—vast sums, not a little of which found
its way into the pockets of the deputies. Dubois-Crance
charges that at one time as many as a hundred deputies
were bribed. Robespierre was offered a considerable
sum under the pretence that it was meant for charitable
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